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IN'rRODUCTION 
A. Statement of Purpose: 
The purpose of this paper is a study of the place, 
use, attitude, importance, and development of apocalypse 
in the Synoptic Gospels, Revelat ion and the Gospel of 
John. A multitude of details might accoPJ.pan;r any study 
of these portions of Scripture, but the objectives here 
can be limited, in the main , to three: to determine the 
historic relation between these sources, to compare the 
apocalyptic content of then1 , and to demonstrate the 
changes of thought manifested through the progression 
of these three traditions. 
This large field is worthy of a detailed treat-
ment . r t would be worth while to remain entirely with 
the Synoptic Gospels , outlining the eschatology of 
Jesus and its place in His thinking and tea ching. Such 
a nrocedure is suggested by the plan of Amos ·· ilder 's 
bool{, Es cha to logy and Ethics in the Teachings of Jesus. 
It might be argued that such a study of eschatology 
would be more pertinent today than an outline study of 
apocalypse . However , it does seem , in the light of 
the discussion centering about Revelation, and in view 
of the spiritual value of the Fourth Gospel, that it is 
highly advisable to consider the larger field of the 
il 
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three different lines of the traditions named. 
Several details will receive special notice. Not 
one of the lesser goals is the emphasis upon the differ-
ence between the J:!'ourth Gospel and earlier traditions. 
The comparison will be made, of course, almost entirely 
in the field of apocalypse. I t will be outside the 
scope of this thesis to consider other than that which 
will make clearer and more understandable the comparison 
of apocalyptic thought and tradition in the Synoptic 
Gospels , Revelation , and the Gospel of John. It will be 
necessary to consider briefly the date of the different 
traditions in order that there rma1 ' be presented a time-
picture of the historical span covered here . Some iter,~ 
of authorship will deserve brief reference in order that 
the relation of the traditions in this respect may be 
seen more clearly. But , for the major part , the discus -
sion will be concerned almost entirely with the 
B. The Importance of Apocalyptic Study : 
It is true that perhaps no field of theolog ical 
or Biblical study is so important today as the consi-
deration of eschatology and apocalypse. As the cycle 
of interest chang es from age to age, the high point of 
======~============-=~-=-~-======·=-=--=--================~===== 
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interest in the last score of years has turned to this 
field. 
This particular area of thinking too often is 
neglected. True, even an infrequent, cursory glance at 
Revelation brings to mind--if only in vague terms--some 
recognition of apocalypse, but often this is accompanied 
by an attitude of uncertainty and fear at the portent of 
what this book contains. Most individuals, too often, 
have only a faint idea of what apocalypse means . Its 
place in the thinking of Jesus is doubted and questioned; 
it receives little concern or consideration due to the 
modern living in the present where small room is left 
for any thoue;ht of the end of the world or study of the 
last things. It is for this reason--that often a study 
of apocalypse and eschatology is refused--that Canon 
Charles would say these phases of thought are always 
the last part of the religion of a n a tion to experience 
II the transforming power of new ideas and new facts .1 
II 
II 
II 
II 
il 
It is important that the apocalyptic element in 
the New Testament tradition be studied. The thinking 
of J'esus cannot be understood apart from it. Most cer-
tainly the message of Revelation will be missed if there 
is not a familiar acquaintance with the purpose and 
l R . H. Charles, Religious Development Between 
the Old and New Testaments, p 128. 
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procedure of the apocalyptists. nd the message of John 
in a large measure is lost unless there is some sense of 
the contrast of this Gospel with the apocalyptic elements 
of the for~er traditions. 
c. The Meaning of Apocalypse: 
First there ought to be a word of explanation as 
to what apocalypse means . The definition of terms is 
difficult because of the varied way in which the same 
terms are often used. Only the broader apocalyptic 
concepts can be considered with any degree of certainty. 
To so~e extent, as C.H. Dodd2 points out , the 
problem of a pocalypse is principally a moral one. It is 
one answer to the question, How can the facts of evil in 
h~unan experience be reconciled with the universal reign 
of a righteous God The answer of the a pocalyptic seer 
is an attempt to give a satisfying ac count of the ways 
of God in terms of the time process , and the proper 
field of divine action. I· e would say that the world 
started on its course by divine fiat. Evil entered the 
world, it cannot be defined exactly how , but it did not 
impugn the sovereignty of the one righteous God . The 
subsequent course of history is divinely directed to 
2 c. H. Dodd in 'l'he Kingdom of God and History, 
(and others) in the Oxfora-conference-B00k, pp 48 f. 
I 
I 
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an end when evil vvill be overcome; the will of God man -
ifestly becomes supreme. J n a particular event divine 
purpose is not completely expressed; thus the propheti c 
view looks f orvmrd to the consummation, the Day of the 
Lord . 
More particuJa rly, the problem for Jesus-followers 
is ~~at is the futt~e relation between Jesus and men? 
Jesus was the fulfilment of Messianic hopes , but those 
hopes were suddenly cooled as He hung , a lonely figure, 
on the cross. A new light came , however, with there-
surrection and then with the knowledge t hat Jesus sits 
at the 'right hand of God . 1 But now what has ha.pr ened 
to the Messiah? The leader is gone; He no longer is 
here . .fuat relation can ma.n have with Him now, and 
what relation will He have to men? Many have cast the 
answer to this question in apocalyptic moulds, and have 
looked forward to the time when Jesus would come again 
with power to become the leader of the New Age . 
pocalyptic thought is a peculiar product of a. 
time of adversity. 'l'he writings are properly called 
11 Tracts for Bad Times . "3 People find themselves over-
whelmed by misfortunes or plunged into perplexities, 
and escape from despair is sought in a special disclosure 
3 Muirhead, The Eschatology of Jesus, p 67. 
I 
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of God's kindly designs for the future. Man through his 
own efforts is quite incapable of averting misfortune or 
of insu~ing for himself a happy future, but in apocalypse 
he is promised a coming victory as the reward of present 
endurance. Periods of gr eat political, social, or re-
ligious upheaval invite the services of the apocalyptic 
seer who can reinforce the faltering faith of the af-
flicted by disclosing the hidden purposes of the Deity , 
and by pictu~ing a coming time when the righteous will 
enjoy unfailing rewards while sinners suffer relentless 
punishment. 
Apocalypse is not interested in the present as a 
thing in itself, but as a stage in the development of 
the divine plan.4 It is supremely interested in the end 
of things; it i s a doctrine of last things. lt sketches 
in outline the history of the world and of mankind, the 
origin of evil and its course , the futu~e destinies of 
the individual and the race, the ultimate triumph of 
righteousness, and the final consummation of all things . 
Back of the apocalyptic hope there is a belief 
in the inspiration of the seer . His identity as a rule 
is unknown, but the visionary message he gives is truly 
i nspired of God . 
4 R . H . Charles, op . cit . p 98 . 
7 
Apocalypse is c oncerned with the outcome of world 
history as it is affected by the conflicting forces of 
the good and the bad . There are in existence two worlds --
evil and righteousness . At the head of these worlds are 
two superhuman rulers , Satan and God , and t hes e two 
cosmi c forces are constantly striving for supremacy in 
the world of men . The final end is the consummating 
victory of righteousness . 
All of the ills and sufferings of life are directly 
due to Satan and his demonic attendants , says the apo -
calyptist . This is only a temporary supremacy , however , 
which Satan now enjoys . Man may order his personal life 
to thwart the acts of Satan , but no defeat of Satan can 
be accomplished except by the intervention of God . 5 
An important note of apocal;~tic thought is the 
illh'1linence of t;he end . It is not far off; the final con-
summation of things may b e expected in the near future; 
live in expectation of this event l It is not at all 
difficult to comprehend at a glance what this belief 
would hold in influence for all other beliefs . If the 
end of this world is to come soon and a new age is to 
dawn, all of life changes in its importance . Or if' the 
Eschaton has already arrived and Eternal Life has already 
5 s . J. Case, The Revelation of John , pp 131 ff . 
~ ~~-==-=~~============~-=-~~~~~================================= ------
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begun, life is conceived still differently . It is im-
portant, therefore , that these concepts be construed 
with thought and care . 
Perhaps most important in a pocalyptic consideration 
is that finally the method of accomplishing the redemption 
of God s people is catastrophic. The advent of the King-
dom is pure wonder . "It is wrought by Him whose habita-
tion is heaven and who rules the ange lic hosts, and it 
has nothing to do with the arm of flesh . 11 6 Satan s 
power is to be completely abolished . The final scene--
the Judgment -- is the allotment of rewards and nunish-
ments . The moral attainments of individuals through the 
years h ave been for the purpose of participation in the 
privileges of the new age . ? From the Jewish apocalYPtist 
was inherited one of the great doctrines , that there 
would be a new heaven and a new earth . B nd this new 
age for which men live now, and in which they hope to 
be a part by virtue of their attainments , this age will 
come catastrophically with a mighty rush of God s over-
whelming power and strength . The times and the seasons 
are not ~nown, but God in His infinite wisdom will de-
6 L. I.mirhead , op . cit . p 85 . . 
--
7 s . J . Case , op . cit . pp 133 f . 
--
8 R. H . Charles , op . cit . p 99 . 
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9 
clare the day when evil will be conquered once and for 
all, and the new heaven and the new earth shall be born. 
'.Vi th the use of such terms as these, the apo-
calyptist finds the answer to the reign of evil in his 
own day, and, in the New Testament , to the problem of 
the relation of the now absent Messiah to His people. 
In some Biblical traditions the apocalyptic answer is 
strong; in others it is almost entirely absent. Early 
Christian thought is unintelligible apart from apo-
calypse. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the 
separate Biblical traditions in the light of these 
apocalyptic concepts in order that the best meaning 
from them may be incorporated with strength into pre-
sent thinking and worship . 
Therefore , it is the purpose in this paper to 
study a pocalypse in t h e Synoptic Gospels, Revelation, 
and the Gospel of John. It will be ascertained what 
the effect of apocalyptic influence was on these New 
Testament writers . Some of the relative strength and 
weakness of apocalypse will be pointed out, and some of 
the value of Yew Testament apocalypse for present day 
thought vdll be seen as these separate traditions are 
considered. But principally the purpose will be to show 
simply the relation of the anocalyptic content of these 
traditions, and to g ive some reason for the change of 
---~====~~~--~~==~=-=-=-==-=~~========================== --
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thought and purpose which is made manifest in any such 
study. 
+I - --------
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CHAPTER I 
THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS 
A. Origin and Date: 
First will be necessary a word concerning the 
origin and growth of the Synoptic tradition. The only 
purpose here will be to see the unity of the ~ynoptic 
Gospels even in t heir origin, and to locate them in the 
early community. 
1. The Priority of Mark : The priority of Mark 's 
Gospel is nov1 almost taken for granted in practically 
all quarters . This is one of the assured results of 
Nevi Testament research. Matthew and Luke support nark; 
the order of events in Mar k is more original; correction 
of Mark 's language i ndicates that the form is earlier. 
The priority of Mark to Matthew and Luke no longer 
requires to be proved . ·.~'hatever mod ificat ions and 
qualifications it may be necessary to introduce 
into this general thesis, the starting-point of 
research is the working hypothesis that the order 
and outline of the second canonical gospel lay be-
fore the writers of Matthew and Luke, who employed 
it more or less freely as a framework into which 
they introduced materials from other sources.l 
l James l>offatt, an Introduction to the Literature 
of the New Testament , p 180. 
II 
12 
2. The Double Tradition rfheory: It is generally 
agreea that Matthew and Luke are independent of each 
other. Matthew is Judaistic in character while the 
Gospel of Luke i s referred to as a writing for the Gen-
tiles. ':lhile they may have used common sources of ma-
terial, the majority of scholars agree that the two 
gospels themselves were written independently. 
·;lhile each is independent of the other, there is 
evidence that Matthew and Luke did use common sources 
because of the material they have in cormnon. There is 
conclusive evidence to prove the dependence of Ma tthew 
and Lul{e upon Mark. Canon Streeter summarizes sone of 
these facts . 2 Matthew employs fifty-one percent of the 
actual words used by Mar k ; Luke employs about fifty-
three per cent, although he does omit more of the 
material than Matthew . I.1atthew and Luke always support 
Mark and never contradict it. r:ehe order of events in 
Mark is more original; for whenever Matthew departs from 
Mark's order Luke supports Mar k , and whenever Luke de-
parts, l\1atthew agrees with Mark . A close study of 
language shows an attempt by both Matthew and Luke to 
correct, by minute alterations , the form of Mark . 
Streeter concludes by saying that the similar distribu-
2 B. H. Streeter, The Four Gospels, pp 151 ff. 
13 
tion of material can be explained only on this theory 
that Matthew and Luke used Mark as one of their sources. 
Mark 's greatest contribution to Matthew and Luke 
was of a narrative character. Then they have a great 
body of common material not found in Mark . This is 
largely made up of discourses or teachings of Jesus. 
For this there is posited a second great source common 
to Matthew and Luke which is l{nown as Q . This document 
has been lost to us as later writing s have tak en its 
place , but some k nowledge as to what it contained may 
be gained from Matthew and Luke. 
The reconstruction of can be only a bypotbeti -
cal work . Certainly it would not be expected that all 
scholars could agree as to its content. The only clue 
as to what it might have contained is given by direct 
reference to the gospels themselves, following the 
general rule of attributing to - that which is discourse 
material coming from some source other than Mark. 
These brief considerations serve to demonstrate 
the interlocking of the tradition. The Synoptic Gospels 
are essentially one. Thus they may be considered as a 
whole . They rose to fill the demand for a written tra-
dition to preserve the sayings and the acts of Jesus 
with His early followers. They come out of the common 
objective of demonstrating the importance of ; esus' life. 
I 
li 
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They may be considered from the standpoint of their 
apocalyptic content as indicative of what Jesus might 
have thought . 
3 . The Date: As part of the content may be ere-
dited to the tradition of the communities from which 
these gospels came , the date of their origin is impor -
tant so that all the evidence bearing on the influences 
shaping the thought of these traditions may be recon-
structed . 
The date of the Synoptic Gospels swings largely 
about the apocalypti c chapters , namely Mark 13 , Matt . 24 , 
and Luke 21 . './as the Temp l e still standing or had it 
been destroyed? It is certain that the Temple was des -
troyed in 70 A. D. Were these chapters written before 
or after this event? ~ark , the earliest , seems to have 
been written shortly before this happening . 
Some scholars place its composition after the 
destruction of Jerusalem, but it is more likely 
that it was somewhat earlier . We have therefore 
as the probable limits h .D. 64 and A. D. 70 .3 
Matthew 24 points a little more definitely to the 
fact that it was written aft er the fall of Jerusalem . 
It may have been written in part for the purpose of 
3 A. s . Peake , A Critical Introduction to the 
New Testament , p 122 . 
II II 
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justifying this event.4 Therefore , it could not have 
been written before ~.D. 70. The terminus ad quem , 
fixed by traces of the g ospel in the second century, is 
c 110 .a.D. 5 Peake ,6 as well as others, places the date 
later in this span of years , close to the turn of the 
century, rather than earlier. It seems most reasonable, 
however , to place i t nearer the date of Mark , making it 
come approximately in the late seventies or early 
eighties. 
If Matthew and Luke were written independently 
of each other,7 they would necessarily have been close 
together in point of time before the tradition of the 
first vvriter could ge t into the hands of the other.B 
Likewise, the similarity of these gospels would attri-
bute them to approximately the same period . Luke may 
be considered the last of the three to be written, and 
may have been \~itten by 90 A.D. The content is much 
earlier, but , upon the presentation of this evidence, it 
11 seems most likely that the Synoptic Gospels were written 
4 E . J. Goodspeed, Introduction to the New 
Testament, p 122. 
~---
5 James Mo f fatt, op. cit . p 212 . 
--
6 A. s . Peake , op. cit. p 123. 
7 This thesis, p 12. 
8 Loc. cit. 
16 
over the period of approximately 65 A.D. to 90 A . D . 
B . Apocalypti~ Content of the Synoptic Gospels : 
It is a controversial issue as to just what is 
apocalyptic in this tradition. Some attach more i mpor-
1 
j tance to it than others. It i s difficult for any one 
I' 
I to say dogmatically what is and what is not, i n any 
exact degree , apocalyptic in the Synoptic Gospels . It 
is interesting and worth while to take cognizance of the 
controvers y that has arisen among scholars today on this 
score. The main objective here , however , will be to 
present this only that t here may be seen the indications 
of a pocalyptic thinking in the community out of which 
these gospels arose. Jesus' own conceptions may be 
seen first, as they reflect t he t hou ght of the tradition, 
and then the more general apocalyptic nature of the 
Gospels may be briefly studied from the view presented 
by the a pocalyptic chapters. 
1. Jesus' Conception : 1ne Controvers1 of the 
Scholars: One of the live issues today in the consi-
deration of the historic Jesus is to what degree He was 
a pocalyptic in His think ing . Rashdall,9 in Conscience 
and Christ, sugges ts tha t modern liberalism is attaching 
9 Hasting s Rashdall, Conscience and Christ, 
pp 41 ff . 
==================================~~~ 
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a new importance to the apocalyptic thinking of Jesus. 
He points out that the thinking of Schweitzer e mb odies 
this modern trend. Schweitzer is quoted as saying that 
Jesus considered Himself the Messiah in the Jewish 
apocalyptic sense. He expected a catastrophic judgment 
in the near fut1~e. He faced--even courted--death in 
order to hurry on the miraculous interp osition which He 
expected to follow. On the cross He was disappointed 
t hat there was not a divine intervention. Jesus, then , 
announced an imrninent Judgment and world renovation. 
rf.here would be no room left for a continuing historical 
order. all ethics were interim eth ics. Jesus was en-
tirely a man of His own a ge. 
Dodd take s the opposite view. He points out a 
number of different New Testament passages and says of 
them: 
From these and many similar passages it is surely 
clear that, for the New Testament writers in 
g eneral, the eschaton had entered history : the 
hidden rule of God has been revealed; the age to 
c ome has come . The gospel of primi tive Christ -
ianity is a g ospel of realized eschatology.lO 
He says further tha t for Jesus, too, the eschaton had 
arrived. Both salvat ion and judgment were present in 
His generation. Evil was overthrown , and the right-
10 c. H . Dodd, The Ap ostolic Preaching , p 147. 
--=-==tt 
18 
eousness of God was made manifest and sin in the flesh 
condemned in the death ·Hhi ch Christ had to suffer . The 
final conclusion of Dodd is that Jesus anti cipated a 
continuin6 order on earth; therefore , the interim 
character of Jesus , eth1cs must be denied . 
_n a late work Amos 'dilder indicates that he 
I !I would agree essentially with Dodd that Jesus believed 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
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in the continuing order of things . However , he sees 
that there are present and futuristic elements , both of 
which are present in the thinking of Jesus. He says: 
',{e find sorre of his sayings that deal with the 
actual historical situation of his people and 
their historical prospects, but we also find 
much that is transcendental , bearing both on the 
present and the future .11 
Jesus' concept ion of the Kingdom of God contained 
implications of the present, says 1,. ilder. Jesus looked 
upon His day as one in which the conditions of the 
ethical life .1ere changea . The law and the prophets 
were until ohn. Now the Kingdom comes. God is 
evidently drawing near to soften the hearts of publicans 
and sinners. These v,rere the days that many vvise men and 
prophets had longed to see. 
The scholars who may be t~ed as more conserva-
11 Amos Wilder, Eschatology and Ethics in the 
Teaching of Jesus, p 45 . 
- ----
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tive , such as Dodd , Rashdall , and Wilder , for the most 
part view Jesus ' conception of apoca l ypse from the stand -
point of the ethics of Jesus . They are anxious to prove 
that Hi s ethics are not interim etr~cs . But they do 
admit the apocalyptic references in the thinking of 
Jesus . These references are important for they reflect 
the presence of apocalypse in the tradition itself . 
Wilder says of the twofold character of the 
teaching of J esus : 
The apocalyptic he uses l ends a significance , 
motive and grounding to that redemption that could 
not otherwise be suggested ••• Creative escha-
tology , when ethicall ;r inspired and when springing 
from a true insight into the ways of God with man , 
constitutes a body of myth, a vehicle of profound 
and significant truth bearing immediately upon 
historical - social realities . It follows that when 
the purpor t of historical phenomena exhausts state-
ment in immediate and realistic terms , it can only 
be adequately conveyed by the imaginative terms of 
faith , in this c ase by eschatological terms . l2 
I Thi s author attributes apocalypse a secondary place in 
II the teaching of Jesus , but he does admit its presence , II 
II and thus suggests its presence in the tradition . 
Ill 
li 
Rashdall does likewise : 
The conception of the Kingdom throughout --whether 
it is looked upon as future or as present , as to 
come gradually or to c ome suddenly--is at bottom 
12 Ibid . p 47 . 
II 
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ethical and spiritual. Doubtless the environment, 
the accidents~ the setting of the jewel are 
apocalyptic.l.:> 
C. H . Toy makes a statement similar to these al-
ready g iven concerning the apocalyptic content of Jesus' 
thinking: 
If we are to follow the Synoptics, we shall have 
to believe that he ( Jesus) looked for a speedy 
judgment , whereby he himself, invested with super-
natural Power, should usher in the completed and 
everlasting kin0 dom of God . According to this 
view, there were two stages of this kingdom, the 
one belonging to the present, the other to the 
future .l4 
By reference to these several late New Testament 
critics it is easily seen t hat there is a serious con-
troversy concerning the importance of apocalypse in the 
teaching o f Jesus. It is i mportant to note , however , 
that even the most conservative of these interpreters 
of Scripture have to attach some significance and irn-
p ortance to the a p ocalyptic thinking of Jesus. rlnd the 
significance of this in the general teachings of Jesus 
suggests to us the i mportance which was attached to 
apocalypse in the tradition which reports the teachings 
of Jesus. 
13 Hastings Rashdall , Conscience and Christ , p 56. 
14 c. H . Toy , Judaism and Christianity , p 355 . 
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The Kingdom of God : No dis cussion of the thinking 
of Jesus is complete without reference to an idea which 
literally possessed Him . It was an idea and a purpose, 
as one writer said . 
• • • Christ was possessed by an idea and a purpose 
in one- - the idea. was the purpose, and the purpose 
the idea . This idea , t h is purpose , He called the 
Kingdom of Heaven , or the Kingdom of God, and by 
this alone, He said , mankind could be saved . l5 
It is without the scope of this thesis to enter 
any detailed study of the Kingdom of God as Jesus con -
ceived it . One thing in particular, however, must be 
noticed , and tha t is that the conception of J e sus of the 
Kingdom of God is a strange mi xture of apocalyptic and 
non - apocalyptic ideas and ideals . The apocalyptic 
elements a gain reflect the presence of apocalypse in the 
tradition--whatever Jesus might have thought - -and also 
its presence in the corrillmnity from 65 A . D. to 90 A. D. 
from VJhich the tradition arose . 
The Kingdom is both of the present and of the 
future. Several references indicate that the Kingdom 
was already present: "If I by the finger of God, cast 
out devils , then is the Kingdom of God come upon you" 
(Luke 11 : 20) • 11 And when he was demanded of the 
15 A . Glutton Brock, 7Jha t Is the Kingdom of 
Heaven? p 23 . ------
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Pharisees, when the kingdom of God cometh not with ob-
servation; neither shall they say, Lo here lor, lo there l 
for, behold, the k ingdom of God is within you"(Lk. 17:20, 
21). Several parables indicate a present , gr owi ng 
Kingdom : the parables of the grain of mustard -seed and 
of leaven (Matt. 13:33; Luk e 13:21 1 ; of whaat and tares 
(Matt. 13: 24; of the se ed growin~ secretly (Mark 4:26). 
Several references indicate tha t the Kingdom is future: 
11 nd 1 say unto you, that many shall come from the east 
a nd west, and shall sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, 
and Jacob, in the kingcfr,m of heaven" Matt. 8_11). 
"Thy Kingdom come"( Matt. 6:10). "Verily I say unto you, 
There be some standing here , which shall not taste of 
death, till they see the Son of Man coming in his 
kine,dom11 (Matt. 16:28,. The only answer is that Jesus 
is represented in the tradition as thinking of the 
Kingdom as both present and future . 
Jesus seemed to think of the Kingdom coming 
gradually and also suddenly. Undoubtedly He~nherited 
from His race a pocalyptic forms whi ch inf luenced Him, 
and was not able to rid Himself of them. 
Ever and a gain in his teaching he tak es for 
granted that the Kingdom will come catastro-
phically. 1 n a moment , when men are never 
thinking of it, the crisis will be upon them. 
It is compared to the lightning, or to the 
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flood of Noah which came without vvarning .16 
This sudden coming of the Kingdom was not essential, 
however, to Jesus' thought, Scott continues: 
He took over the traditional hope, which assumed 
that the change would be brought about by way of 
catastrophe; but this belonged to the framework 
.which had been given him .17 
23 
Growth of a new will in men is necessarily a slow pro -
cess. This was realized by Jesus when He turned His 
back on swift, spectacular methods of forcing the King -
dom. In His conceptions, however , was the idea of 
apocalyptic suddenness. Just how important the apo-
calyptic element was to Jesus Himself in these dual 
conceptions it is almost impossible to tell. This , how-
ever, is not the issue. The significant thing is that 
from these teachings of jesus it can be seen that 
apocalypse was of supreme importance in the tradition. 
The nearness of the Kingdom of Heaven accounts 
I for separate apocalyptic elements in Jesus 1 teaching . 
I ij There is a ge~eral call to repentance and a summons to 
j vigilance, the motive of which is assigned to the near -
16 E . F . Scott , The Kingdom of God In The New 
Testament , p 70 . 
17 Ibid. p 72 . 
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Jl ness of the Kingdom of God (Mt. 4:17), thought of es-
,. 
pecially in terms of its leading feature , the Judgment. 
The extreme urgency with which the people are su~oned 
to obedience is enforced a b ove all by the graphic and 
drastic punishment promised to those who neglect it. 
It may be objected that this is not of the same 
ethical stratum as the Sermon On the Mount, although 
some see a reference to the Judgment in Matthew 7:22, 23. 
Furthermor e , Wilder says of the Sermon On the Mount: 
The Sermon On the Mount, taken as a whole , is a 
proclamation which tak es the expectati on of 
eschatolog ical judgment and salvation as its 
foundation, as the guide - post for living and 
for conduct, for the attitude towards men in 
this life as for that toward s God.l8 
This dominant escha tolog ic a l sanction is, however, a 
formal sanction only , secondary to the essential sane-
tion for righteousness which is the nature of God . But 
it is significant that such a sanction should be sug-
gested in the tradition at all. 
Another reference to Scott hints further concern-
ing the a p ocalyptic content of the Sermon On the Mount 
and the general teachings of Jesus. 
~~en the tea ching is closely examined we can 
18 Amos Wilder, Eschatology and Ethics in the 
Teaching of Jesus, p 101. 
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perceive that behind it everywhere there is the 
thought of a new supernatural order . rn the 
Sermon On the Mount, for instance , there is 
nothing that can be called directly apocalyptic. 
Yet the discourse opens with the Beatitudes, 
which contrast the conditions of the present with 
those of the future . All through the chapters 
that follO'V it is assumed that men must break 
with the old requirements and submit to a new 
law, which is that of the coming age . l9 
Thus there is seen by some the suggestion in the tradi-
tion the strongly apocalyptic concept of the coming age 
in the hopes of Jesus . 
There is also a prominence of a reward feature 
in the gospel . Jesus , the teacher, speaking to simple 
people, casts His vision of moral consequences into 
concrete pictures of compensation , hire , reward , and 
punishment. There are issues of human choice , and the 
eschatological drama is the only adequate representation 
that could then be given of such a range of spiritual 
fact . This resort to the concrete and dramatic is the 
natural action of the imagination . But it is also an 
illustration of the influence of apocalypticism on the 
thinking and expression of Jesus as it is shown and 
colored by the Synoptic tradition . 
Comparative Importance of Jesus ' Apocalyptic 
Conceptions: From such a discussion as this concerning 
19 E . F. Scott, op. cit , p 62 . 
2& 
t~e teaching of , esus one conclusion can be drawn: 
Apocalyptic thinking was at least to some extent pre-
sent in Jesus' thought and hope a~ the Synoptic tradi-
tion presents it. It is a controversial subject, as 
can clearly be seen, as to how important it was to Jesus. 
F'or those who see Jesus as a Man of every age, and who 
refuse to admit the possibility that He might have been 
mistaken in is ideas for the future, the whole realm 
of apocalypse as it influenced the Master seems rela-
tively unimportant. For most worshippers this is true. 
But the Synoptic Gospels show that the influence was 
there; they say that apocalypse does a p pear in Jesus' 
thinking and teaching. The writers thought that this 
was a part of the Jesus-religion. How nearly right 
they were is not the issue. The representations of the 
teachings of .- esus show definitely that apocalypse was 
an important part of those teachings. 
It must be admitted that there is good possi-
bili ty that the cor;nnuni ty out of which the tradition 
came influenced the writing so strongly that it was 
really this later community, rather than Jesus, which 
was so strongly apocalyptic . 
~t is ••• exceedingly probable that the Church 
spilled a little of the lurid colors of its own 
apocalypticism over the loftier conceptions of 
its Master , and when we read his sayings today, 
~=-~------=-~~~--~~--
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we must allow for that and be on the watch a gainst 
it . 20 
·:1e have grown aware , for one thing , that much 
of the a p ocalyptic color of the Gospels is due 
not to Jesus but to the later church . t the 
ti:,e when our Gospels were written it was be-
lieved that Jesus had departe d in order to re-
turn at any moment in his Messianic glory to 
bring in the Kingdom . • • Not only did they 
heighten the apocalyptic element in his own 
thought · but they ascribed to h i m not a few 
utterances of Jewish apocalyptists and of those 
Christian prophets to whom the Spirit had re-
vealed the wonders of the future . 21 
The possibilities , as pointed out by these 
authorities , must be realize d . It is significant that 
at the time of thep.ubJishing of these traditions , about 
65 A . D. to 90 A . D., there were strong a p dcalyptic ele -
ments present i n the Chr'i stian community . The people 
at this t ime at least thought that this was a part of 
the Jesus - message . _ t no doubt was part of His mes-
sage , but by the time Mark , atthew, and Luke were 
written it might have assumea a greater importance than 
it had for the Maste r Himself . The important thing to 
note is t h is , that the Synoptic tradition represents 
the teach ings of : esus with strong a p ocalyptic elements . 
Such representation is strong evidence of the apocalyptic 
20 '.7 . Rausch enbusch, Christianity and the. Social 
Crisis, p 63 . 
21 E . F' . Scott , op . cit . p 59 . 
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hopes and fears present in the Christian coramunity and 
tradition from which the Synoptic Gospels originatea . 
2 . apocalyptic Chapters : The Kingdom of God had 
made its apoearance ·with the coming of the 1v.ess iah , 
thought many of His followers . His death had marked 
the end of the old order, and His resurrection and ex-
alta t ion had defir.i te ly inaugurated the new ace . 
It remained only for the nev1 order to be consummated 
by the return of Christ in glory to judge the quick 
ana. the dead ana. to save h is ovm fro rr the wrath to 
come . The whole was conceived as a continuous, 
divinely directed process, i n which past , present , 
and future alike had eschatological significance . 
n the recent past lay the ministry, death, and re -
surrection of Jesus Ghrist; the experience of the 
present attested his power in t he church through the 
Spirit; the near future would bring t~~ final re -
velation of the meaning of the whole . 
~n unexpected delay of the consummation of this 
called for a readjustment of outlook . For some minds, 
the most intense emotion gathered about the thought of 
the expected advent of the Lord . 
~s the revelation still delayed , the believers were 
driven to conclude that t h ey had been mistaken in 
thinkins that the Lord would return i~ediately , 
but a more attentive study of the time s , they 
thout:,ht , wou.ld enable them to divine the time of 
his comin0 , as well as the reason for its delay . 
The church therefore proceeded to reconstruct on 
22 c. H. Dodd, op . cit . p 54 . 
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a modified plan the traditional scheme of Jewish 
eschatology which had been broken up by the de-
claration that the kin~dom of God had already 
come.23 
The earliest document of this tendency is to be fcund 
in 2 Thessalonians . A similar motive is to be dis-
29 
cerned i n the 11 Li ttle po calypse " of Mark 13. • arallel 
passae:,es are found in Uatthew 24 and Luke 21 . These 
discourses seem to g ive the date for the final consum-
mation . · It is likely, however, that they ·were not de -
livered by Jesus in this form , for the disciples for 
some time after His death show no knowledge of their 
content. 
The firs t thing to note concerning these apo-
calyptic discourses is the unique difference between 
1. a tthew and the parallels in I.Iark 13 and Luke 21. In 
ILatthew 24 the author again coMpiles as is his habit 
in chapters 5, 6, 7, 22, 25, etc. Matthew is a great 
compiler , and he does the JOb well. The procedure here 
is not unusual. 
The me t::~od and content of lila tthew in his a no -
calyptic discourse make h1m more strongly apocalyptic 
than the other two 0 0spel writers . ~or instance, in 
the first section, in Mark and Luke the disciples ask 
23 Ibid. p 55. 
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when these things shall be and what the sig n shall be . 
The answer is the degradation of the temp le . But the 
question is , What things? In Mat t . 24:3 the question 
is d ifferent; it reads nand wha t shall be the sign of 
thy coming , and of the end of the world?" It cannot be 
known definitely why I•:latthew should make this change , 
but t he d i f ference from the other parallels suggests 
that it is Matthew and not Jesus who is apocalyptic. 
This is significant to note in t h e historical evaluation 
of Jesus , but it is of still more significance to note 
t h is greater importance of apocalypse in t he tradi t ion 
afte r t h is brief period following the exaltation of 
Jesus. 
rfhe general procedure of the compiler follows 
through the r emainder of t he chap ter in Matthew. also 
the same g eneral a p ocalyptic n a ture of Matthew follov1s 
as contrasted with the lesser i mp ortance of apocal ypse 
in . .1ar k and Luke . This is true until Matthew 24 : 29 - 36 
and the parallels in Mark and Luke . Here the languag e 
is strongly a p ocalyptic in the d iscussion of t he coming 
of the Son of Man . 'l'here will be cosmic disturbances 
and the old order shall pass away . It will not be with-
out warning, but still it will happen suddenly and won -
drously . and it will happen before long , in the same 
generation . 'l'his is perhaps the strongest and most 
- ===---------- --=-===--===-===- -- -------
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truly apocalyptic strain to be found in t he Synoptic 
Gos pels , and undoubtedly proves that apocalypse was of 
profound significance to these early compilers and in 
the tradition from which the gospels arose . This 
material was in such currency among t hose devoted to 
the Christian tradition--it had been told a long time 
and was not new - -that it was included in the report . 
These chapters ( the apocalypti c chapters ) illus -
trate clearly the character of the reconstructed es-
chatology of the early church . The source --whatever it 
was --did not contribute the material ; it was trans mi tted . 
The conmmnit r did not manufactur e what Jesus said; it 
was active tr ying t o find out what Jesus did say. It 
would, h owever , transmit t hes e sayings in current lan-
guage and form to some extent . 
_t has undoubtedly lnfluenced the tradition of 
the teaching of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels . 
The First Gospel is most deeply affected by it , 
but none of the three is entirely exempt . This 
is natural , since the tradit l on had undergone 
considerable development before it was embodied 
in our canonical Gospels, and during this time 
it had been exposed to the influence of what we 
may call the 'futurist eschatology ,' as distinct 
from the ' realized eschatology ' which gives its 
character to the earliest preaching, as well as 
to the earliest tradition of the teaching of 
Jesus .25 
25 Ibid . pp 58- 59 . 
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The exact origin of these aPOcalyptic chapters 
is not important. The important thing is tha t such con-
sideration of the final Judgment, the conquering of evil, 
the appeal to catastrophe, and the rise of a new age 
should form a p3.rt of the tradition which came from the 
period 65 A.D. to 90 A.D. 
3. 11 The Son of Man :" The term 11 Son of ],ran ' 
appears sixty-nine times in the Synoptic Gospels . It is 
restricted to the vocabulary of Jesus Himself . The 
question may well be asked, Did Jesus use the term? Or 
did the community think that He used the term because 
they wanted Him to be considered the Son of Uan? This 
is an interesting ques tion, but it is not the issue 
here . It is sufficient to note that this term is in tbe 
tradition. 
';/here did they get this term? Evidently it was a 
current term or someplace it would have been explained. 
It is used several times in the Old Testament : Daniel 
7 : 13: Psalms 8·4 . Tt doesn't have much vogue in the 
Old Testament writings, however . It is an extra-canonical 
term, found mainly in the Bool{ of Enoch, chapters 45-71. 
·1iJhat is the meaning of this term? It represents 
a pre-existent, superhuman, but not divine , being . It 
may be portrayed in fanciful terms of a catas trophic 
======~===----=-=---======================================~~~-=~---
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deliverer of the people, associ a ted with the coming of 
the new age. 
1l~e Synoptic usage varies between setting s tha t 
stress apoc a lyptic associa tions of power or dig-
nity , and those in which suf fering and humility 
seem to be characteristics of one who would 
qualify as Son of Man. But on the whole the 
eschatological emphasis ~redominates throughout 
the first three gospels .26 
It is an indefinite term , not always having the 
same meaning . In some instances it looks like a generic 
term, but this is not so i mportant for no one goes 
ar ound calling himself 11mankind 11 or "the human race . 11 
Then in some instances it may refer to some prominent 
man. .: ... nd then some references suge;est that Jesus 
applied it to Himself . Case 27 sug 6 ests that the term, 
particularized here, is the result of revised definitions 
of the Kingdom . § ollowing the death and resurrection 
of : esus, catastrophic intervention was a favorite 
opinion for some years . Jewish imagery survived, but 
was reaffirmed with new fervor . The end of the present 
evil a g e is not far off . The Missionaries were busy to 
prepare for this day . Haste was imperative . Their own 
difficulties signified the darkest hour before the dawn . 
26 Shirley Jackson Case, Jesus, New Biography, 
p 364 . 
27 Ibid . pp 378 f f . 
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There was , however , an important alteration in Jewish 
hope- -the introduction of the heaven -exalted Jesus into 
the office of apocalyptic Messiah . There had been dis -
appointments in His earthly role; now a new role was 
imagined. Now it was not God Himself wll o would intervene , 
but the intermediary figure of Jesus . He became a new 
Messianic deliverer . 
To suggest that Jesus called Himself the 11Son of 
Man" Wlth such Messianic connotations means for many 
that He magnified His ovm position beyond His own spirit . 
For others it is impossible to attribute the term to a 
later growing tradition. These conflicting issues are 
not the problem here, however . The important thing to 
note is that by the time the Gospels were formulated the 
term "Son of Man" had appeared with at least some strongly 
apocalyptic meaning . This is only one more proof of the 
presence of apocalypse in the Synoptic tradition from 
65 a . D. to 90 A. D . 
4 . Explanations: Out of the discussion of the 
apocalypse in the Synoptic Gospels, questions could 
arise as to the reasons by which such thinking in this 
tradition might be accounted for and explained . It has 
already been SU6gested that much of it probably rose at 
a later date than during the imrnedia te minis try of Jesus • 
-. =----=- .:::::=-=====-=--=-=- ---
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As the study of the historic Jesus proceeds , the feeling 
t hat apocalyptic eschatolog y was o f some importance to 
Him cannot be escaped . It had its p lace certainl~ , and 
this was recognized by the authors of the first three 
g ospels. 1ne e x treme utterances, however, may have be-
l onged to l a ter days , as h as b e en sug 6 es ted. The ldas -
ter's utterances of a general characte r were after ward 
interpreted, expanded , and colored i n the light of sub-
sequent events. The date of the gospels is l a te enough 
for the rise of such ideas in the tradition. The whole 
process, however , is relatively unimportant to the pur-
pose here. There need be n o trouble wi th sources, with 
speculations of how much of it camedirectly from Jesus, 
or how much was the thinking of the authors of the g os-
pels . The i mportant thing is that it be recognized 
tha t by the time these gospels were being writt~n there 
was an apocalyptic tradition in the Christian community 
which wo..s recognized by the writers of Matthew, Mark, and 
Luke. Apocalyptic thought is strikingly present in the 
Synoptic tradition. Similarities in the gospels would 
indicate a certain general character of this a p ocalyptic 
tradition, that a p ocalyptic thinking was important to the 
Christian community as a whole from 65 to 90 . D . 
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c. Conclusions of Chapter I: 
(1) The Synoptic Gospels are by origin one 
tradition. Interlocking sources and authorship make 
them a unity. 
( 2) The date of the Synoptic Gospels is fr9m 
65 A.D. to 90 a .D. 
(3) The evidence of apocalyptic elements in the 
teachings of Jesus suggest the importance of apocalypse 
in the tradition which gave us these teachings. 
(4) There are definite references in the Synoptic 
Gospels which demonstrate their apocalyptic character . 
These indicate the linPortance of apocalypse to the 
community of believers at the time this tradition was 
reported. 
CHAPT.c;R II 
REVELATION 
The date of Revelation must first be considered 
that this document may be related historically to the 
Synopt ic Gospels. The major consideration will be the 
extreme apocalyptic nature of this book, and what this 
indicates for the thinking of the community of its time. 
A. Date of Revelation: 
Revelation may be dated in one of the concluding 
ye~s of the first century. Irenaeus, writing in 180 A. D., 
says explicitly: "This vision was beheld, not in some 
remote time, but almost in our own generation , at the end 
of the reign of Domitian . " If Domitian reigned 81-96 A.D ., 
this statement makes the date of Revelation more or less 
certain. 
Scott points out another line of approach.l In 
tl-e letters to the seven churches there are repeated 
allusions made to certain heresies , apparently of a 
Gnostic character. It was not until toward the end of 
the century that Gnosticism assumed any dangerous pro-
1 Ernest F . Scott , The Book of Revelation, p 29 . 
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portions , which would indicate that Revelation is at 
least later than the Synoptic Gospels . 
Revelation was written at a time of persecution 
and hardships for the Christians . Under Domitian the 
Church was subjected to the first serious persecution , 
which raged most fiercely in .asia Minor , and was oc -
casioned by the Christian refusal to worship the 
Emperor. Revelation fits in with these conditions . It 
is assumed , too , that the Church had been in existence 
for a considerable time , and that the Asian Christians 
might take warning and encouragement from the past . 
This would hardly have been possible before the latter 
part of the first century . 
The condition of the Asian churches addressed in 
the seven epistles requires a considerably long in-
terval after the labors of St . Paul among them, and 
after the epistles to the Colossians and the 
Ephesians , the Pastoral epistles and I Peter .2 
Becbvith points out further : 
The particular form of ~~e Nero myth which has come 
to be pretty generally accepted as underlying the 
representation in chapters 13 and 17 of the head 
wounded and healed , the beast that was and is not 
and isJJout to come , could not have been reached 
till near the end of the century .3 
2 Isbon T . Beckwith , The Apocalypse of John, p 207 . 
3 Loc . cit . 
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Most scholars at the present time are agreed 
that the situation contemplated in the book is tha t of 
a period near the close of the first century, or as 
most would say, the last years of Domit ian's reign.4 
This places the date for Revelation about 90 . D. to 
95 A.D. 
B. Apocalyptic NattU~e : 
Revelation plainly is apocalyptic. The very 
title of the document admi ts it. The various apo-
calyptic forms are followed, as is seen below . 
N~merous Sources : Revelation employs one of the 
literary devices which were cormaonly employed in apo-
calyptic. He g ives us to understand tha t the visions 
were all g iven him on a single occasion, during a trance 
at Pa tmos . .Te cannot doubt now, however, tha t the 
author has worked with a variety of sources. 
'lhe proof of composite authorship is to be found 
primarily in the presence of inconsistencies in 
statement or point of view of such a character as 
may not without violence by attributed to the 
same author.5 
4 Ibid. p 208. 
Writings;-pp 244 f. 
Johannine Writings , 
also D.A. Hayes, John and His 
also J.E. Carpenter,~e--­
p 35. 
5 A.S. Peake, The Revelati on of Jopn, p 26. 
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Peake6 goes on to prove that certain passages could not 
have originally come from the author of Revelation due 
to their non-Christian quality . He attributes them to 
older Jewish so~~ces . 
The book of Revelation is more, however , than a 
collection from different sources . It is the unity of 
a sing le mind which has the view of the end from the 
beginning . There is woven a highly composite work, but 
it is not to be denied that Jolm had some wonderful ex-
perience at Patmos, the spirit of which he here s:ingly 
expresses . 
The author of Revelation made use of his own 
visions , or his own religious experiences. He also 
used the visions of the earlier Christian prophets . 
There are Old Tes tament reminiscences , especially from 
the prophets . There is indication that Jewish po-
calyptic books were used as well as pagan mythology. 
These sources , however, are only a vehicle for conveying 
the visionary message o f the author. 
although the book has unity it does not aim at 
regularity, which is contrary to the nature of 
a pocalyptic . The writer is supposed to be re-
counting visions which crowd on his sight before 
he has time to arrange them or think out their 
meaning . A log ical apocalypse would be a con-
6 Ibid . pp 27 ff . 
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tradiction in terms . 7 
Historical Situation : True to the nature of 
apocalypse , Revelation was written for a definite his -
torical situation . Tv10 movements called the book forth : 
the erection and the enforcement of emperor - worship . 
There followed as a part of the enforcement program the 
persecution of Christians under Domitian. Polytheism 
was the general rule and a nevr god made little difference 
t o the majority of the people . This new god , the em-
peror, moreover, would tend to bring the nation together 
in national religion . But the Christians refused to 
have any part of it for they worshipped the One God , and 
the result for them was persecution . The general pu-
nishment was imprisonment, usually banishment . This 
would explain the author ' s nosition on the island Patmos . 
It was for this particular time of despair that he wrote . 
He made general apocalyptic statements that religionists 
through the ages have attempted to apply to different 
historical situations , but John's purpose was truly 
apocalyptic in writing for the particular period of 
trial in which he saw his fellow - Chris tians subjected 
to overwhelming evils . 
7 E . F . Scott , op . cit . p 26 . 
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Visionary Languag e: John would have to v~ite 
secretly, and in a way that would not attract the atten-
tion o f authorities or involve readers in trouble ~ith 
authorities. He was saying that the nresent order 
would come to an end; such a thing was dangerous in 
days of persecution. 1bus he clothed his message in 
figurative speech according to a pocalyptic habit. It was 
highly rhetorical and visionary . Perhaps the best known 
illustration of this in Revelation is the Beast (see 
chapter l~. The author can p icture the anpalling fate 
of the worshippers of the Beast and his i ma ge. 
They will be forced to drink the vdne of God's 
vvrath undiluted. Their fiery tor:r.1ents will be 
witnessed by the holy angels and even tbe Lamb 
himself . In hideous contrast with the adoring 
Cherubs ( 4:8) they will have no rest day or 
night. As there will be no intermission of 
pain, so there will be no end; the smoke o f the 
penal flame will g o up for ever and ever.8 
Thus in visionary languag e the author warns the 
believer, and streng thens him in the crisis of trial 
through the warnings . As the forces of evil are con-
stant, so must be Christian endurance. For the end of 
lending strength in this direction he writes. 
The Woes: Characteristic of a pocalypse, the 
8 J. E . Carpenter, The Johannine · :ri tings, 
pp 144-5. 
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world will be visited by numerous woes . The c onsidera-
tion of these woes forms a large part of John s message . 
He sets up a series of the'}1 and then the last is the 
beginning of a new series ( chap . 6 ff) . He is conscious 
of this , and does it deliberatel~r , indicating that the 
Christians will have to suffer persecutions before the 
final vic tory . This darkest hour before the davm was 
so much an element in the apocalyptic forecast that it 
was known by the te chnical name of "the Messianic Woes."9 
John creates a problem in the length to which he goes in 
demonstrating these woes, often repeating himself , and 
drawint, extreme pictures . This , however , only demon-
strates to a greater degree the apocalyptic nature of 
the book . 
Fise of the Anti-Christ : In connection with the 
woes is the rise of the ntichrist . This is the head 
of the powers of evil , and is a virtual incarnation of 
Satan . Late criticism of the a p ocalypse of Jor~ sees 
in this worl{ reference to Rome as the Antichrist . This 
bears out the contention that the book was written for 
its own day--for a contemPorary historical situation . 
The particular form of the Antichrist is a Beast sug-
gestive of the rulers of Rome, particularly Nero . 
9 E . F . Scott, op . cit . p 41 . 
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Defeat of Evil: During this period of control 
by the powers of evil there is only despair . No hope 
is to be seen f or the present age. But the great note 
of a future hope is struck by the author of Revelation , 
as it is by all ap ocalyptists, and this time it finds 
express ion in the predicte d r all of Rome. 
John sees with remarkable clarity the inability 
of such a civilization to stand. The powers of right-
eousness will conquer over evil in a great battle where 
the subject kingdoms rise against the imperial city, 
now helpless , and destroy it. The climax of the book 
is reached in a kind of celebrating note, a g ladness 
for victory. It is fundamentally the joy of a righteous 
soul in the knowledg e that God is just. The wicked will 
not g o unpunished. There follows a Judgment or separa-
tion of the g ood from the evil. Christ is made the 
guardian of the Church which is the symbol of right-
eousness. Doom awaits the hostile world. 
Catastrophic New \/orld: An important apocalyptic 
element is the c atastrophic nature of tbe events. Fol-
lowing the woes, evil is conquered with a gre a t out-
burst of power by the forces of righteousness. There 
follows the establishment of a new world or a new age. 
Here is introduced the idea of the millenn ium , or inter-
mediate kingdom, which has been so troublesome ever since. 
----
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The powers of evil were to be held in check or in prison 
for a thousand years. Then evil would again be releasEd 
for one last great conflict in which it would forever be 
conquered. Chri$t, for Revelation is a truly Christian 
doctrine , would then reign forever undisturbed at the 
head of the new world which had been ushered in catas-
trophically. 
c. Comparison ~ith the Synoptic Gospels: 
It seems evident that the author of Revelation 
is at least familiar with the material of the Synoptics . 
He makes large use pf the sh ort a pocalypse in Mark 13. 
In several places he appears to quote the sayings of 
Jesus . The figure of Christ is necessary and is not 
accidental, which is also true of the Synoptics . 
Revelation , however , seems to be indifferent to 
Gospel teaching . It has nothing to say about love , 
humility , forgiveness . Enemies are frankly hated and 
there is rejoicing at their downfall. '.Ve catch hardly 
a distant echo of the Sermon On the .Mount. We should 
never guess from Revelation how Jesus lived and taught.lO 
Revelation is· not a moral or theological treatise, 
but an a pocalypse. It is not the purpo s e to give an 
10 E . F . Scott , op. cit. pp 122 ff. 
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exposition of the meaning of the gospel. Rather is its 
purpose to present a Christian hope in a time of perse-
cution, and establish a strong er faith in God. 
'Ehe apocalyptic content of Revelation is a pro-
gression from that of the Synoptics. The historical 
situation, although only several years removed, would 
make the apocalyptic hope somewha t more important at 
the time of Revelation than it was when the Synoptics 
were written . Meeting the need for an increased hope 
and faith, John wrote a more extreme a pocalypse than 
would be found in the Synoptic Gospels . 
There is a great similarity, however, in the two 
traditions in that apocalyptic content is present in 
each. Jesus is represented in each as being one who 
xhought apocalyptically. Christians at the time Revel-
ation was written, as \~11 as at the time of the Synoptic 
Gospels, were thinking this way. 
D· Indications for the Community : 
The writing of the apocalypse of John is indicative 
of one thing concerning the Christian community . At the 
time it was written, toward the close of the first cen-
tury, Christians were s till using the apocalyptic content 
of the Christian message . The h i storical situat i on would 
heighten their concepts of impending apocalypse, but 
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Jesus still fitted into this kind of picture for them. 
For our purpose in this study it is necessary only to 
realize that a strong, clear apocalyptic thought is 
still present actively in the Christian community at 
about 90 A. D. 
E . Conclusions of Chapter II: 
(lJ The date of Revelation i~ about 90 A. D to 
95 A . D. 
(2) Revelation follows the general plan of 
apocalyptic v~iting . This is manifest even in the 
details. 
~3 ) It is a progression of apocalyptic thought 
from the Synoptic Gospels, but still is very similar 
in apocalyptic nature. 
(4) The book of Revelation indicates that apo-
calypse was inherent in the thought of the Christian 
community toward the end of the first century. 
--- -- ------ =====--- -------- --
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CI-IAPTER I II 
JOHN 18 GOSPEL 
Our considerations of the Fourth Gospel form one 
of the largest and most i mportant sections of our study . 
It will be important, first of all, to establish the 
date of the writing of t h is g ospe 1 . Then will follow a 
discussion of the orig in of the gospel, es pecially in 
its relation to the a pocalypse. Finally, its comparison 
with the Synoptics and Revela tion on the basis of a p o-
calyptic thought will be considered . 
A. The Date: 
There have been attempts to place the date of the 
Fourth Gospel in the latter half of the first century by 
thuse who have h eld that the author was a companion of 
Jesus. The criticism of Biblical scholars, h owever, 
has presented so many theories as to who John was that 
the decision of the time of writing can no longer be 
based on the probable author . Rather would we attempt 
to determine the author from the date . 
Others have placed thedate of the Fourth Gospel 
far into the second century . They have seen an advance 
o f thought and attitude that would suggest a long in-
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terval of time between the life of ~esus and the writing 
of this Book. 1~erefore, some would suggest a date as 
late as 130 A.D. For instance, Carpenter says: 
Numerous delicate mdications in the Gospel imDly 
that the Docetic heresy was in sight, and this 
suggests a date for the Gospel rather after than 
before 100 A.n.l 
Certainly the book does loolc back on the si tua-
tion about which it writes . It is not contemporary 
with the time of Christ; we cannot imagine the author 
roaming the Palestinian hills with the Master , and at 
the close of the day jotting down notes to be written 
in a Gospel called John. The tone seems to be so far 
removed even from the Synoptics that it would hardly 
seem as though the author even knew J esus in the flesh, 
how ever much some scholars may argue that he did. The 
very tone and characteristics of the gospel demand that 
yearsh~~ssed since the days of J esus and the writing of 
the Synoptic Gospels. 
After admitting this, it is not so easy to draw 
the date back into the first century where I believe it 
belongs . An early and insistent tradition repres ents 
the } ourth Gospel as written at the request of intimate 
friends and comrades. Ne find such references from 
l J. E . Carpenter , The Johannine ·ari ting s, p 207 . 
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Clement of Alexandr ia, the Ivluratorian Fragment on the 
Canon, and from Euseb ius. They would su~gest, says 
.Jestcott,2 somewhat an earlier date than the extremists 
who wish to place the date so late. 
The references suggest that the J:t'ourth Gospel is 
a product of a particular need which later is not to be 
found. The need it seems to meet exists in the new 
world of the last of the century. Jerusalem has been 
overthrown; there is the problem of Gentile congregations; 
and there has been a rise of a definite Christian phil -
osophy out of the contact of the historic creed with 
Eastern and ';Vestern speculation. To meet the threats 
of the Gnostics and to uphold the Christ-religion 
a g ainst a sect of Baptists , the Fourth Gospel was writ -
ten toward the close of the first century. This would 
place it late in the generation of those who had ex-
perienced the fall of 3erusalem. There would be need of 
correction for the disappointment s which came out of the 
mistaken conception of the apoca l yptic significance of 
this event; such a correction is found in John. 
Upon the presentation of such evidence as this, 
~ifestcott3would place the date of St . John at the end of '1 
2 B . F . ~.ves tcott, The Epistles of St . John, 
pp XXXV ff . 
3 Ibid. p xl. 
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the century. r.Ioffatt4 shows t hat the majority of late 
scholars would place it about this time, and he , too, 
would agree . It will fulfil our purpose here to set 
arbitrarily the date for the Fourth Gospel about 90 . D . 
to 100 A.D. Thus it is seen that the three documents 
discussed in this paper , reflecting the three separate 
traditions of their age, were viTitten over a period of 
about thirty-five years . It is imnossible to hold dog -
matically to these figures, but it is most significant 
for the understanding of these traditions and their 
thought that such books as the Synoptics , Revelation, 
and John were written so close together and within such 
a short period of time. As we go on in our discussion 
this will become even more significant. 
B . Origin~ Compared ~··ith the Anocalypse: 
First of all, the Apocalypse and the Fourth 
Gosnel were written quite close together in point of 
time. As little as five years, or even less, may have 
separated them. 
Not only are they close in time, but they are also 
close topographically . Both are saitic documents, and 
most probably come out of Ephesus . There are indications 
4 James Moffatt, Introduction to the Literature 
of the New Testament, p 581. 
---
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tbrough the similarities of the two docu.r1ents that they 
co e frorr. the same church or Cbristian community, or 
that at least they are influenced by the same group . 
They most evidently were affected by the s arne currents 
of thought . 
The author of Revelation says sPecifically that 
his name was John . It cannot be dogmatically assumed 
that he follows past tradition by ascribing the book to 
someone of a previous age; he is writing for the present, 
and does not seal the book . But is also does not seem 
advisable to try definitely to identify what John is 
v.rr i ting. Perhaps it is John the Elder wr~o is later 
referred to by ... apias . This is unimportant , however, 
as we are concerned only with the relation of this 
author to the author of the Gospel , and not in identi-
fying either of them so far as their place in the church 
or later mention is concerned . And further , we are not 
concerned so much with authorship as \'le are with the 
contents of the works . 
The similarities betVleen Revelation and the 
Gospel of John aupear more evident to some than to 
others . They seem so strong to some that this consi-
deration , along with the fact that both documents came 
most probably from Ephesus, leads critics to hold to a 
common authorship . Beckwith gives some objections Vlhy 
I 
I! 
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this may not be true,5 but he finally says that the 
objections are not convincing to him . Others agree 
with him, and go even further by saying definitely that 
the a~thorship is identical. 
It is unlikely, however , that t he author of 
Revelation can be identified with the author of the 
Gospel of John. 11 ~Vhoever wrote the Fourth Gospel , it 
may pretty confidently be affirmed that he did not write 
the Book of Revelation."6 The author of the Apoc alypse 
speaks with reverence of "the twelve Apostles of the 
Lamb , 11 thinking of them as saints of the past, whose 
names are inscribed on the foundations of the holy city 
(21:14). He refers elsewhere to himself as prophet, 
which position was subordinate in the primitive Church 
to that of Aoostle • . The viTiter of the Gospel was John 
who like ly had the posllion of Apostle . 
Much more decisive in the argQment of authorship 
is t h e nature of the two documents . The two books are 
at opposite poles in their whole thought and outlook, 
and whenever they have an idea in common it is apDre-
hended in d ii'ferent ways. Some argue that deve loprnents 
in the thinking of the author , or perhaps a change of 
5 I. T .. Beckw·ith , op. cit. p 361. 
6 E . F . Scott , The Book of Revelation, p 32. 
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purpose, account for the change of thought and method by 
the same author. Such a development would be almost im-
possible, for the two works must have been written at al-
most the same time. Also there is not the evidence of 
natural development. man does not alter his type of 
mind. The mind that produced Revelation was different 
in its very constitution from that which gave us the 
Fourth Gospel. 7 
The differences between these two documents will 
be considered at some length below . Therefore it will 
be unnecessary to present the case any farther here. 
These general considerations are sufficient to sugLest 
II ~~ that different authors must have written Revelation and 
the Fourth Gospel. The fact remains , however, that both 
documents came from the same community at about the same 
time, and most certainly must have been affected by the 
same currents of thought, and they e-ach show the thinking 
of their time. 
The relationship of the two books is best solved 
by attributing them to thesame school or circle in 
Asia L'inor but to different authors . Such affinities 
of thought and style as are evident in both writings 
(e . g . , the relation of God, Christ and the believer; 
keeping God's word or commandments; the use of par-
entheses and of the antithetical method) , imply no 
more than the use of common religious dialect which 
contemporary writers of the same group might fairly 
7 Ibid . pp 32 ff . 
I 
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be expected to share, for all their idiosyncrasies.8 
The conclusion is, then, that Revelation and John were 
not written by the same author, but that they c~me from 
,. the same community and the same generation of Christian 
thought. 
c. A General Comparison With Revelation : 
In the discussion of Revelation there were made 
certain comparisons of this tradit i on with the Synoptic 
Gospels. Sufficient differences were pointed out to see 
that these works could not rightfully be grouped together 
in many ways , but that the apocalyptic content in both 
was very pronounced and similar. In this one thing, tbe 
nature of their apocalyptic content, the Synoptic Gospels 
and Revela tion may be grouped together, and the Fourth 
Gospel may be contrasted with the apocalyptic type found 
in the other two traditions. 
Two Types of Mind: Revelation and the Fo urth 
Gospel display two very different types of mind . The 
one is passionate and imag ina tive, the other contempla-
tive and abstract. We would not suggest that the Gospel 
lacks i n picturesque, allegorical method, but the con-
8 James Moffatt, An Introduction to the Literature 
of the New Testament , p 50l. 
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tr st here is strik:ing. In the Gospel , John is not in-
terested as is the author of Revelation in the many de-
ta ls of description which stir the imagination in a 
th s-worldly atmosphere . The author of the Gospel is 
mo~e interested in presenting the life of : esus on a 
sp~ritual rather than a material basis. John, the 
au~hor of the apocalypse , suggests hatred, envy, hope 
of victory at the expense of defeat of foes . He even 
go3s so far as to include a kind of gloating war whoop 
at the prospect of conquering in the great , final war . 
In the Fourth Gospel there are suggestions for the 
viptory of the powers of righteousness, but the approach 1 
is spiritualized and is suggestive of the love Which 
Jesus came to manifest . 
So far from seeing all truth apocalyptically, 
the ourth Evangelist makes it hd.s chief aim to 
break through the apocalyptic forms to the 
spiritual import of the Christian beliefs .9 
Tbis is descriptive , in the main , of the difference 
1 between the type of mind of Revelation and St. John . 
Tte one is true to his apocalyptic nature and content; 
tr.e other is supremely interested in the spiritual wel -
fare of men in their present personal relation to the 
cr.:rist . 
9 E . F . Scott , op . cit . p 145 . 
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Two Types of Teaching: The difference in type 
of nind has naturally produced two very different types 
of ~eaching. It is to be admitted, as numerous critics 
do ~uggest, that noteworthy similarities are to be seen 
in ~evelat ion and the Fourth Gospel. The differences, 
however, particularly in apocalyptic thought, are much 
more noticible than the similarities. 
Beckwith , in pursuing a kind of middle ground , 
says that the parousia, resurrection, judgment, the 
kin~dom, etc. are all found in the Johannine writings, 
but he conceives them to be a scheme or program into 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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which has been set the practical teaching of the gospel 1 
for the life that now is. He suggests that the futur-
istic and present elements are both present, but points 
out the difference in the stress placed on each: 
The great events of the End , as conceived in tra-
ditional eschatology, are viewed as belonging to 
the present as well as the future, as beginning 
in the life that now is and anticipating that 
which is to come; and it is upon their signifi-
cance fol the present life that the chief stress 
is laid. 0 
ThE difference between the future and present implica-
ticns of Revelation and John constitute the major dif-
ference between their teachings. 
10 I. T . Beckwith , The Apocalypse of John, p 101. 
-
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In a similar manner Elbert Russell signifies the 
difPerence between the two traditions . 
V!hile traces of this scheme of the future remain 
in the Gospel , the -writer on the whole focuses 
attention upon the essential and vital relation-
ships involved in Christianity rather than upon 
the external events of this program.ll 
Scott sums up the essential differences for us 
when he says that for one 
Christianity is a warfare with external enemies, 
human and demonic; for the other it is a life of 
inward fellowship with God . The apocalyptic ideas 
which are everytring in Revelation are all 
spiri tualised in the l<'ourth Gospe l. The Kingdom 
of God becomes the eternal life in the soul; the 
judgment is one Which each man passes on himself 
by his acceptance or rejection of the Light; the 
return of Christ is His coming to the individual 
believer as an abiding presence; the resurrec-
tion has taken place already in the entrance by 
faith on a new life . It may fairly be said that 
the very aim of the Gospel is to displace that 
type of Christianity which is offered in Revela -
tion .l2 
These are gener al, all-inclusive statements which 
suEgest the difference between the teachings of the two 
apccalyptic traditions . They demonstrate immediately 
thE major difference which is i mp ortant to this study, 
thE difference between the implications of the one 
11 Elbert Russell , The Message of the Fourth 
Go pel, p 166 . --- -- ---
12 E . F . Scott, op. cit. pp 106-7 . 
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wri ten for the future, and the implications of the 
r v~ritten for the present. These quotations suggest 
fur her specific differences, but it remains for us now 
to iscuss these more in detail. 
D . Contrast ,d th Traditional Apocalypse Upheld £l the 
Syn ptics and Revelation: 
There are important differences or contrasts be-
twe n apocalyptic thought and the thought of the Fourth 
Gos el. These noted changes suggested by John reveal 
an ntirely different theology concerning the person and 
pur ose of Jesus. It is a new revelation for men even 
tod y in their relation with the Christ . 
Kingdom versus Eternal Life: Perhaps one of the 
bes kno¥vn and most quoted concepts of Jesus Christ is 
Kingdom of God.' Concerning the organizational 
ils of this Kingdom there have been speculations al-
mos as numerous as the number of critics themselves. 
One ideal, however, is represented in this title: the 
a time and place when and where God's will 
is erfectly fulfilled. According to the Synopt~c 
Gos els this ideal state may be existent now--in the 
present. It is a goal , however, and an ideal to be 
reached at some future time. It has already been shown 
II 
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th~t the Synoptics transmit a strong apocalyptic element 
in the teachings of Jesus, and that Jesus expected a 
nev Kingdom to issue in catastrophically. Although it 
is a controversial subject as to whether Jesus placed 
thE emphasis on the present or the future realization 
of the Kingdom , it is true that the future i mpli cations 
arE noticable in the Synoptic Gospels. 
This new Kingdom, which is brought into existence 
ca1astrophically, is also definitely a part of themes-
l sa~e of Revelation (21:1, 2). It is the future new age , 
thE New Jerusalem, which exists under the rule of Christ 
af er the powers of evil have been conquered . The last 
tw chapters of Revelation consider this New Jerusalem. 
~t is called a city here, but should more rightfully be 
ca led a vast territory. The vision of the New Jeru-
sa em is complete; walls surround the city, exact 
me! surements are given , and a general picture is drawn 
wh ch resembles somewha t the Garden of Eden . This is 
in keeping with traditional apccalypse in that it is 
I a < escription of a future blessed state. The picture 
ca~not be made consistent, but it conveys in marvellous 
fa hion the conception of a place altogether glorious , 
a f>i tting abode of the people of God .13 
13 E . F . Scott, op. cit. pp 94 ff. 
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Contrasted with these conceptions of Kingdom of 
God in the Synoptics or of a Holy City descending visibly 
I fro~ Heaven is one of the primary messages of the Fourth 
Gos the concept of Eternal Life . Virtually nothing 
is aid of the Kingdom of God, but attention is centered 
on ternal Life. The ourth Gospel opens with the great 
thedis, "In Him was life.u It closes with the emphatic 
sta,ement of its main purpose , ttthat believing, ye may 
hav~ life through His name." These tv10 verses may be 
regdrded as the poles between which the whole thought of 
the Gospel revolves. The divine life which Jesus as 
the Son of God possessed may be passed on to those who 
bel~eve on Him. 
'Life' in the Synoptic Gospels is also vital to 
the message . Jesus, however, turns swiftly fro~ ethical 
to schatological ideas. Life is the reward laid up 
for the righteous in the world to come. It is regarded 
som times as a new state of being (I:Iatt . 25 : 46), and at 
s as a sort of prize that can be bestowed in the 
sam manner as houses and goods and lands (Mk. 10:30J. 
The precise meaning to be attached to the "world 
to come" in which this "life" will be imparted , 
depends on our interpretation of the general con-
ception of the kingdom of God . Our Lord would 
seem to waver between the idea of a world beyond 
death and that of a Messianic age apocalyptically 
revealed on earth. In either case, however, He 
thinks of life as of something still in the future, 
'I 
I ~ 
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the peculiar blessing of the realised kingdom of 
God.l4 
The apocalyptic Kingdom of God is there. 
Turning now back to the Fourth Gospel, we find 
that John maintains that life in its full reality is 
communicated here and now. The phrase 'eternal life' 
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I does not suggest life is still future , but pr imiarily 
denotes the quality of the new life as having its origin 
:I 
in the higher, eternal world . 
Indeed , the primary aim of the evangelist is to 
affirm the claim of the believer in Christ to an 
actual and present possession of that life which 
had hitherto been associated with another state 
of existence. Christ had made Himself flesh in 
order that in this world of time, amidst the 
lir1i ta tions of the earthly condi tionsi we might 
become partakers of the eternal life. 5 
This characteristic truth of the Fourth Gospel 
is sometimes clouded by apparent contradictions. There 
are nassages in which John seems to desert his view of 
life as present , and to fall back on a primitive 
esc!hatological view. 11 The hour is coming, when all 
that are in the graves shall hear His voice, and shall 
come forth; they that have done good , unto the resur-
rection of life; and they that have done evil, unto 
14 E . F . Scott , The Fourth Gospel, p 238. 
15 Ibid. pp 247-8. 
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the resurrection of condemnation 11 (5:28). "This is the 
wil of Him that sent Me, that every one which seeth 
the Son , and believeth on Him, may have everlasting life: 
and I will raise him up at the last day 11 (6 :40). 
These passages are doubtless to be explained, like 
others that have already been noted, as reflecting 
a popular Christian dogma which was not wholly 
consonant with the wr iter' s ovm thought, although 
he desired to allow due place to it. It has to be 
remarked that in all the passages the allusion to 
futurity is conjoined with emphatic reference to 
the present communication of the life.l6 
11He that heareth my ·word , and believeth on him hath ever-
las ~.,ing life" ( 5:24) • 11 The hour is coming, and now is" 
(5: 25). "Verily , verily, I say unto you , He that be-
lieiJ'eth on me hath everlasting life 11 (6:£l7 • , _  7hoso 
eat3th my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath eternal 
lif3; and I will raise him up at the last day 11 (6:54). 
It is natural for most of us to associate eternal 
lif3 with a future resu~rection. John admits this, and 
thus is one with popular Christianity. But he regards 
the "rising at the last day" as only the fulfilment and 1 
con~irmation of something already effected, not as the 
rea~ beginning of a new state of being. 
John gives us this idea in the story of Lazarus. 
"He that believeth on me , though he were dead yet shall 
16 Ibid. p 249. 
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he and whosoever liveth and believeth in Me shall 
r die 11 (11:25-26). Martha has declared her faith--
traditional faith of the Church--that her brother 
"w· 1 rise in the resurrection at the last day ." Jesus 
ans1ers that the life imparted by him is independent of 
ph sical life and death . Those who believe in Him have 
risen already. The real miracle was affected during 
:1 hisl lifetime, in the act of his believing in Jesus. 
I 
Thus the effort of John, everywhere in tee Gospe+, 
is to apnrehend the eternal life as romething actual 
and present. He accepts the popular belief in a 
resurrection at the last day, but he empties it of 
the significance which had attachea to it in earlier 
Christian thought. It is not the commencement, but 
resurrection takes place in this present world , when I 
a man believes in Christ and makes the great transi- I 
tion from death unto life.l7 
~ fuat , then more specifically, is this eternal 
li e? "And this is life eternal, that they might know 
thte the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast 
seft 11 (17:3). It is true that those who know God inherit 
th life that proceeds from Him . \fuat is the nature of 
th s knowledge in which eternal life consists? By 
knrwledge is meant 
a vital and practical apprehension of God in His 
true character as He is revealed in Christ. It 
17 Ibid. pp 250-51. 
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is not a mere intellectual conviction, but an 
appropriation of God to the heart and life by the 
whole nature; it is such a spiritual intuition of 
God, such a laying hold upon the revelation of him 
as disclosed in Christ, as makes him fhe supreme 
object and deternining power in life. 8 
Eternal life is, then, a knowledge of God and His Son, 
Jesus Christ. Eternal life is possible only through 
this close relationship with God. Eternal life is ours 
when we come to this knowledge which is a personal ex-
perience of the presence of the Heavenly Father. It is 
a becoming like Him . It is a present process of the 
change of individuals toward becoming like Him wnd mani-
resting His spirit. Vmile the future has its reward, 
we need not wait for some renewed or changed state of 
being connected with death or resurrection to achieve 
this sense of the presence of God . We may know Him now; 
eternal life begins now and is here. A knowing experience 
is what is necessary. We are talking in abstract terms 
until the experience is realized. Know the Father J Be -
come like Himl Live more and more like Hom whose SPirit 
Jesus lived. Here is eternal life--living, present, 
everlasting. 
Thus the Fourth Gospel, by contrast, brings us 
a nev1 message . The Kingdom of God is already come with 
18 G. B. Stevens, The Johannine Theology , p 317 . 
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those who recognize the presence of God the Father and 
His Son, Jesus Christ. The apocalyptic message of the 
future may be significant, but, for John who wrote the 
Gospel, present eternal life is necessary and real. Here 
is the key to the entire Gospel, that the new age or the 
new kingdom is already come in the here and now. 
Catastrophe versus Gradually: This considerat i on 
must necessarily be somewhat a repetition of the dis-
cussion concerning eternal life. All of these concepts 
are so closely linked together that they can hardly be 
separated. They are of sufficient importance, however, so 
as to bear repetition. 
It has been stressed that one of the important 
conditions of apocalypse is the catastrophic advent of 
the Kingdom. In Revelation this was to be at the time 
of the final great conflict, tre conflict between the 
army of righteousness and the army of evil. Wi th one 
great mighty sweep of power the old state of Rome was 
to be destroyed, and the New Jerusalem would spring into 
existence. It would come with violence, and also with 
such suddenness that, at the most , only a brief warning 
would be g iven. 
The catastrophic element of Revelation is not to 
be denied. There is more controversy about its place in 
the teaching of Jesus. There have been those who have 
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said t hat all of Jesus' teaching was conditioned by His 
belief in the hurried advent of the new world .l9 No 
matter whether the Synoptics reliably represent Jesus' 
teaching and attitude, the do curnents themselves do con-
tain the catastrophic element. 
The case has been presented, here and formerly, 
in sufficient extent to demonstrate the element of 
catastrophe in traditional apocalypse. This catastrophic 
end of the present state of being is not clearly pre-
sented in the Fourth Gospel, if at all. dmittedly, 
John is interested in the resurrection and in a blessed 
state after death, but he is not interested j_n catas-
trophe. These things are already begun in the present . 
Death is but a transition from one state of existence 
to another without the fundamental change of one world 
to another. Man has already entered upon his heavenly 
existence when he recognizes the presence of -God , and 
strives to bec ome like Him . nye must be born again" is 
an i mportant admonition for the writer of the Fourth 
Gospel. Thus there is begun the growth which leads man 
gradually into the fuller realization of Light and Life--
the new world. ~t is a gradual process of growth and 
development as contrasted with the violent and sudden 
19 See this t besis, p 17. I 
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process of apocalypse . 
Future versus Present : It is a part of tradi-
tional apocalypse to place in the future the realization 
of the great plan of a new age . And this new age is to 
be issued upon us catastrophically . 
For the apostle, however, the heavenly life is 
already begun . The religious life in this world is 
blended with the religious life of the eternal spiritual 
order . By his conception of eternal life as a present 
possession he unites this world with the world to come. 
All things are estimated in the light of eternity for 
eternity is now here . 
Necessary to this plan of a pre sent realization 
of eternal life is the person of Christ . Jesus showed 
us the way to achieve this by presenting a kind of pat-
tern for eternal life. The individual life that is 
formed upon this divine pattern belongs already by its 
very nature to the world of abiding realities. It is a 
life of fellowship with God, and has within itself the 
elenents of purity, strength , endurance , ~nd growth. Sin 
is the only thing that separates heaven and earth , and 
this may be conquered. Thus heaven and earth are close 
together. Whenever man walks in fellowship with God, 
and receives the impartation of the Spirit of God, eternal 
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life is begun. Thus the Fourth Gospel emphasizes a pre-
sent spiritual order or life as contrasted with the 
catastrophic future of apocalypse. 
Future Judgment versus Present Judgment: In con-
nection with the apocalyptic view of the Kingdom of God, 
the significance of Jesus as the world's Judge is made 
prominent . The Son will receive power from the Father 
to judge mankind; He will call the nations before Him 
and separate the sheep from the goats . 
This notion of judgment, a traditional element in 
the Messiani c hope, could not be reconciled with the 
historical life of Jesus. Therefore , it was carried in-
to the future. So in Revelati cn the exalted Christ is, 
above all, the Judge who executes the doom pronounced 
on the sinful world . 
The F'ourth Evangelist gives this idea a new de-
velopment in line with his characteristic ideas. As 
John would be expected to do, the ~udgment is taken out 
of the future, and carried back into the actual life of 
Christ. 
One of the apparent contradictions in the Fourth 
Gospel is met here. While a part of the work of the 
Christ seems to be to judge , there are some references 
which deny this particular office. At least it would 
II 
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seem that Jesus renounces His right of judgment. "If 
any man hear My words, and believe not, I judge him not: 
for I came not to judge the world, but to save the worJ.d 11 
(12:47). "Think not that J will accuse you to the 
F'ather 11 (5:45). "God sent not His Son into the world to 
condemn the world , but that the world through Him might 
be saved 11 (3:17). Beside such passages we have others of 
a quite contrary tone: "The Father judgeth no man , but 
hath committed all judgment to the Sonn(5 : 22) . trEe hath 
given Him authority to execute judgment also, because 
He is the Son of man 11 ( 5:27). 11For judgment I am come 
into the world , that they which see not might see, and 
that they which see might be made blind 11 (9:39). 
Although these two classes of passages seem to 
be contradictory, they can be reconciled and even serve 
to elucidate each other. Christ does not pass formal 
judgment upon men . It is enough that He has revealed 
Himself and His truth, and given men the opportunity 
of declaring their attitude toward Him and His truth. 
The judgment on His part is involuntary, for His whole 
desire is to draw all men unto Himself . "This is the 
condemnation, that light is come into the world , but men 
loved the darkness rather than the light 11 (3:19). Men 
judge themselves by their attitude toward Him and His 
truthJ This is a real judgment, even if it is not 
II 
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executed formally by Jesus Hi mself . The fact that Jesus 
appeared has made it absolutely necess~ry for men to 
assert themselves as to their true nature, and as they 
do this they judge themselves. 'The purer are sifted out 
and separated from the lower and grosser . 
The old conception of the final judgment is 
replaced by the different conception of a present 
and continual action of Christ. The light has come 
into the world, and makes itself felt in men with 
an attractive or a repellent power, according to 
the nature that is in them ••• He is the Son of 
God, and as men cho0se for Rim or against Rim they 
are judged; they reveal themselves either as child-
ren of light or children of darkness.20 
Thus the Four th Gospel transforms the primitive 
idea of judgment, making it present and inward and con-
tinual instead of future anu dramatic. Although we 
find some few indications that John was still bound to 
the past, he did make some defin ite advance in the 
spiritualization of the concept of judgment. ~t would 
be impossible for him to free himself entirely from the 
hangovers of thought from the earlier community which had 
not preceded him by so long a time . He was true to his 
message and ideal, however , when he declared that the 
judgment of Christ is inward and present. 
Jesus' Return versus Jesus Come in Spir it: It 
20 E . F . Scott, The Fourth Gospel, pp 215-16. 
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cannot be denied that the coming again of the Christ in 
the flesh is important to the writer of the Fourth 
Gospel as it is to earlier writers . This message does 
not contain the power that it had earlier, however, for 
he was vrr'iting for readers who had abandoned, at least 
in part , the hope that former Christians had had . The 
early Christians had worked to prepare for the day of 
the Lord's coming. It began at the ascension of Jesus 
when the disciples became convinced that the time vms 
not yet come for the establishment of the Kingdom . ~ ork 
of preparation must still go on, and thus there was 
thrust upon the disciples a new and unexpected duty. 
Upon them res ted the responsibility of carrying m , un-
til the consummation, the work which Jesus had begun. 
They felt themselves now called to take up the 
task which he had laid dovm; called to enter 
upon a new mission, which was not to cease until 
he returned in glory upon the clouds of heaven .21 
But now, at the end of the century when the Gos-
pel of John was written , the time of the coming of Jesus, 
in the estimation of the people, was long overdue. Dis-
appointments were already beginning to be prevalent , for 
Christ did not seem to be coming as it was thought He 
21 a.c. UcGiffert , 
the apostolic ~' p 41. 
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would do. Through years of labor and hope which saw 
even the destruction of the Temple the expected had not 
happened, and disappointments in many quarters were 
undoubtedly very real. 
The Parousia had entered deeply into Christian 
tradition. John could not set it aside even though 
disappointments and doubts were prevalent. He did not 
need to. Rather than discard the idea of the return of 
Christ, John reinterprets it in accordance with his 
other concepts, and s o retains for it a contral place 
in Christian faith . ~~e real Parousia , says John, has 
taken place already. So soon as His departure set Hi m 
free from bodily limitations, Jesus was able to reveal 
Himsel f as an unseen presence to each individual believer, 
not in a transitory fashion, but permanently (16:2). 
Jesus has returned in very truth, and if is people had 
been disappointed it was only because they had mistaken 
the nature of His coming. 
This return of Christ is not outwardly manifest , 
nor is it meant to be. e came first in a physical 
body, but with this body were the limitations of hu-
manity . He was limited to His own circle of friends and 
casual acquaintances even as we are. But ~esus promised 
to come again in greater freedom and power after the 
ascension, says John. This was to be a spiritual body 
I ,, 
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whose presence every ma.n could lmow , a.nd it would be of 
even greater effectiveness a.nd power for it would be a. 
strength toward becoming like Him . Vii th firm conviction, 
John says that this second coming ha.s been fulfilled; it 
is consta.?tly being fulfilled in the inward revelation 
of Christ to the believer. 11He tha. t loveth Me , I will 
love him , a.nd will manifest Myself unto him' (l4:21, . 
The ret1..:trn of Christ is truly a.. return f'or His 
people . He would come a.nd receive them unto Himself, 
that where He is there they ma.y be also. 
But such utterances did not imply that a.t some 
definite time, in a. visible outward manner , he 
would tra.nsoort them into some heavenly place . 
The eternal life ma.y begin here a.nd now; a.ni 
while still in the body the believer ma.y enter 
into the promised fellowship with the unseen.22 
The .a.rousia., therefore, in the Pourth Gospel 
is taken out of the apocalyptic setting. It is identi-
fied with the return of Christ in that larger spiritual 
activity on which He ha.d entered through Hi s death . 
John seeks to show that the coming of the exalted Christ 
in a. personal experience ca.n be even more real than a. 
Physical corning which ha.d been expected. Here the 
divine purpose is accomplished even more adequately. 
Here is the true headship of Christ , in the knowledge 
22 E . F . Scott , The Fourth Gospel, p 305. 
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of each individual of Him into whose lives He has re-
turned. He is recognized now as a Presence in the 
Kingdom of here and now where all men are becoming like 
Him, for they know Him. 
E . Conclusions of Chapter III: 
(1) The Fourth Gospel was written in the last 
decade of the first century. 
(2) The Fourth Gospel and Revelation originate 
from approximately the same time and place. 
(3) The Gospel of John and Revelation are seen II 
to be a contrast in type of mind and type of teaching. 
(4) The Fourth Gospel is a contrast with tradi-
tional apocalypse in that the Gospel is spiritualized, 
and what is apocalyptically in the future for the 
primitive thought is present and inward for the writer 
of the Gospel . 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
~~Je have attempted to fulfil the purpose of this 
thesis b y showing a contrast between the traditional 
apocalyptic thought as demonstrated in the Synoptic 
Gospels and Revelation and the keynote mess age of the 
Fourth Gospel . All the discussion has led up to this 
contrast which is important, the i mportance due to the 
affinities which these several traditions have to each 
other. It remains only to suggest possibilities as to 
what this development indicates. 
a. Two Strains of Thought: 
This study indicates the presence of the two 
strains of thought in the early community, that which 
is apoc a lyptic and that which is non-apocalyptic . Over 
such a short space of time and within such limited back-
ground of community and material there was present the 
two opposite poles of thought. For some reason the 
church was divided even then on the i mportance of this 
issue. It is a remarkable thing that the division was 
expressed so early. There undoubtedly were some reasons 
for it. These reasons are likely found in the purpose 1
1 
of the Fourth Gospel in which tradition apocalyptic 
thought is missing . 
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These two strains of thought have always existed 
l n the church even unto this day. They represent dif-
ferent interpretations of the person and work of Jesus. 
~ Vhile in the conflicting arguments of this question, it 
is well to remember the message of the Fourth Gospel as 
well as the reports of the earlier traditions. It is 
rather remarkable that there should be such a clear, 
purposive, appealing document from the end of the first 
century as is the Fourth Gospe l. dnd when the mess~ge 
of apocalypse is clearly put and the answer of the 
Gospel of John is g iven, there is thought and hope and 
experience valid and true for today . 
B. Correction of Fears : 
Christians expected Christ to come again. The 
return was looked for i~~ediately, and was pictured in 
the imagery borrowed from Jewish apo c alypse . This 
expectation had been for some time the inspirin force 
in the Church's life; but as time passed and the years 
went on, and still the hope remained unfulfilled, there 
came a period of doubt~nd depression . Some had begun 
to fear that the whole activity of the Church had been 
based on an illusion. There were those still living who 
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had witnessed the fall of Jerusalem in 70 .D., about 
which event some of the apocalyptic hopes had been 
built . Now it seemed as though they would have to wait 
for still some later date to experience the return of 
the Christ . 
This frustration of hope led often to despair 
and apathy . Some were undoubtedly becoming fanatical 
by trying to force the issue . Others undoubtedly were 
losing their faith altogether . And then came John 1 s 
Gospel with its message of a Christ already returned, 
a judgment already executed, an eternal life already 
begun . He corrected the fears and presented the living 
Christ once more at a time when He might have been lost 
because people did not recognize Him . John brought 
Jesus back to us in a personal experience of Hi m--in 
a growing like Him. 
c. The Purpose of John : 
It i~ seen that John wrote for a purpose , to 
fulfil a need in his own day • . In doing this he has 
fulfilled a need of all time . He states expre ssly what 
his purpose is : 11 that ye may believe that Jesus is the 
Christ , the Son of God, and that believing ye may have 
life through His name . 11 He is in teres ted in the his-
torical , esus; this is the basis for his religious faith. 
More than this, however, he is interested in making 
Jesus something else than a wonderful figure of the 
past or of the future. His appearance on earth was 
only the beginning . A larger, more enduring life is 
His , and, because of this, people still may have 
fellowship with Him . This is the important thing. 
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The Fourth Evangelist saw in a strong, clear way that 
we can know the presence of the Christ even as His 
follomers and friends knew it while Jesus was upon 
earth in physical form . Now it is even better because 
all can know Him~for He is no longer handicapped by 
physical limitations. 
Life is of the utmost significance for the 
Evangelist . Light and Life will co me to those who will 
not reject it. This is the test of judgment, a judg-
ment which is already present ·and is in the decisions 
of men . John, therefore, writes to show how we might 
have this life. Life comes from believing on the Lord 
Jesus Christ and attempting to become like Him . Yes , 
John had a purpose, a purpose which was bringing once 
again to the world an experience they were losing--the 
experience of the presence of Christ . 
D. The Changed Man : 
The writer of the Fourth Gospel realized more 
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fully that Christianity is a new life , that it implies 
a complete inward change , a regeneration of the whole 
man . ~ o finer system of the ethics of Jesus is pre -
sented anywhere than in the Synoptics , particularly in 
the Sermon On the l.lount . This cannot be denied . Yet 
the Fourth Gospel ma k es a unique contribution . More 
emphasis is placed u pon the source of power , whiCh 
source is the Master Himself . The Synoptics present a 
way of living with the Lord while He was upon earth. 
Revelation expresses the hope of His return to pursue 
such a life , while the Synoptic Gospels contain some of 
this hope also . The Fourth Gospel , h owever, says that 
here and now we can live this life like Him; we must 
become nore like Him. He is here and we can experience 
His presence . .i'hen we do this we are changed men; we 
have life eternal. 
~an is different when he is changed by the pre-
sence of Christ . He is now governed by motives and 
instincts that had no place i n his old character and 
nature. 1nis is the power behind the actions and 
eth ics of men . They are separated into the purer life , 
and are becoming more like the Master Himself . 
E . New Tradition: 
'fhe Fourth Gospel is the expression of the mind 
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of the Church as it attempts to adjust itself to a new 
age and a new environment . The answer is a profound 
personal religion . The astounding thing is that by the 
turn of the century there was expressed in writing a 
tradition of such insight and religious depth . The Gos-
pel is certainly v~itten by one who knew the Christ . 
Perhaps there were a number of people, a circle of friends , 
already growing within the Ephesian church who knew the 
dirference it made to know the risen Christ in a per-
sonal , heart-felt knowledge . At any rate, here is a 
tradition, coming within such a short time after the 
Synoptic Gospels and the book of Revelation , which 
attaches almost no importance to ~ocalyptic figures 
and hopes . It is a changed tradition, which entirely 
corrects apocalyptic extravagance. It is a message of 
a returned Christ and a judgment already passed, a 
message of life eternal already begun , a message of 
experiencing the Christ and becoming like Him . 
This is life eternal, accomplished in this world, 
that we know the Christ, and become like Him . 
_____ i __ _ 
COMPREHENSIVE ABSTRACT 
There is one main purpose in this study. This pur-
pose is a consideration of apocalypse in the New Testament 
which will demonstrate the contrast between the Fourth 
Gospel and the earlier traditions--the Synoptic Gospels 
and the Book of Revelation . These decuments were 'vvri t-
ten over a period of about thirty to thirty-five years, 
and they renresent the thinking of the Christian com-
rnunity in the latter half of the first century . 
The Synoptic Gospels clearly show that there was 
an apocalyptic strain in the coMmunity from 65 A.D. to 
90 A.D. The representations of the teachings of Jesus 
demonstrate apocalyptic thought as well as prophetic 
thought . The controversy between critics has always 
been pointed on this issue of the importance of apecalypse 
in the thinking of Jesus . This is significant for the 
interpretation of the historical Jesus, but is without 
the scope of this study . The enlightening fact is that 
the Synoptic Gospels represent Jesus as being strongly 
apocalyptic . As the early Christians attempted to learn 
the mind of ; esus , they became convinced at this time 
that Jesus was, at least in part, an apocalyptist . 
Perhaps the purest apocalyptic thought in the 
I 
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Synoptic Gospels is to be found in Matthew 24 , and in 
lesser importance in the parallels of Mark 13 and Luke 21 . 
The principal apocalyptic concept here- - and elsewhere--
is "The Son of Man . " This "Son of Man 11 is to come at 
the catastrophic end and at the violent and sudden dawn 
of the new age . This serves again as a demonstration 
of the importance and significance of apocalypse in the 
community, for the tradition coming out of this com-
munity represents it as being important . 
Revelation, wr i tten most probably between 85 A.D . 
and 90 A.D . , is clearly apo calyptic. The traditional · 
apocalyptic terms , style , and purpose are present . The 
boolc was written for a partiuular historical situation , 
in order that hope might be given to Christians during 
a time of persecution. The present is a time of des-
pair, it is true; the powers of;avil are in control of 
the world , and the powers of righteousness now have no 
freedom. But God isvtill in supreme control , and in His 
ovm g ood time the present evil age will catastrophically 
be brought to an end , and with suddenness and violence 
the new age of righteousness will be established . In 
this new age Christ , clearly an apocalyptic figure here, 
will be the ruler of all those v~1o are separated with 
the puxe and righteous . Revelation is the only purely 
Christian apocalypse that has been preserved for us . 
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The Fourth Gospel, written at the end of the first 
century, is clearly as non-apocalyptic as Revelation is 
apocalyptic. There is a strong contrast between this 
gospel and the ap ocalypse in the other traditions. Here 
is an entirely different type of mind and teaching. The 
author ignores and forgets all mention of the Kingdom of 
God which is the sign man-ual of apocalypse in the Synoptic 
Gospels . For this he substitutes 'eternal life.' The 
Synoptics say that Jesus will return; Revelation , like-
wise , says He will return suddenly and catastrophically; 
John says that He will return in power but without the 
outward demonstrations. He returns in the experience of 
men; He has returned here and now. The apocalypse sug-
gests a future judgment when the good and the evil will 
be eternally separated; the Fourth Gospel says little 
of a future judgment as sucb, but suggests a strong, con-
tinuing, present judgment wluch man passes upon himself 
as he accepts or reJects the Spirit of the Christ. The 
entire structure is changed from the future catastrophe 
of apocalypse to a present , gradual process of religion 
wDich consists in becoming like the Master . 
The author of the Fourth Gospel might have written 
with the express purpose of correcting the too strong 
emphasis in the community on apocalyptic thought. Per -
haps, as some students of Christian thought today, he 
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wished an emphasis pl aced on one side of Jesus ' nature 
and thinking , an emphasis which thus far hadn ' t been 
very strong . At least this is what he did . He wrote 
about the Master , showing how true and ·workable His 
message is , without any emphasis at all on apocalypse . 
This report by the Fourth Evangelist suggests 
that even i n the first cent ury t here were seen the two 
strains of tho~ght in Jesus ' teaching . Even here was 
recognized that thus far the apocalyptic message had 
not been of much benefit --as it has not been since- -
simply because it hadn ' t yet come to pass . Therefore , 
at times in a similar language and with some of the old 
forms , the author of the Fourth Gospel presents a belief 
and a religion for the present . Do not wait for a future 
Kingdom , he writes; accept eternal life now . Do not 
look for some future Jungment ; realize that judgment is 
now . Do not look only for a future return of Jesus; 
He has c orne int·o the hearts of all . He is waiting to 
be recognized . He is waiting for us to permit Him to 
become our strength--our help- - in becoming like Him . 
Jesus may be interpreted today as being apocalyptic 
or non- apocalyptic . 1:"!hile these interpretations are 
being made , the message of the Fourth Gospel must come 
alive . ','.'hatever might happen in the future , Jesus is 
here noVJ and we can become like Him . This is life eternal . 
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